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Abstract
In the near future, an important milestone for the evolution of wireless technologies will be the deployment of 5G network,
having the target of supporting very huge data rate generated by a very high number of devices. One of the main technological
enablers in this evolution is the joint SDN/NFV paradigm, defined in the last years to support the softwarization process of the
Telco Operator networks. Given the very hard quality of experience (QoE) and quality of service (QoS) requirements in some
application scenarios, mainly in terms of end-to-end delay, a challenging activity is to realize tools that can support network
architects in performance evaluation and network design.
With this in mind, this paper proposes a simulative tool for 5G networks, which is able to capture delay statistics due to both
CPU load and transmission link congestions in NFVI-PoP nodes. The model is then applied to a case study to demonstrate how it
can be applied for performance evaluation.
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of the Conference Program Chairs.
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1. Introduction
In the last years, wireless technology has emerged as one of the most significant trends in networking. According
to recent statistics, mobile wireless broadband penetration will exceed that of fixed wireline broadband networks,
and by 2018, the global mobile traffic is expected to increase from 2.6 to 15.8 Exabyte1.
To meet the request of this massive device connectivity, the fifth generation (5G) will be developed with
efficiency, scalability, and versatility as main design objectives, with the final target of supporting 1000 times the
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current aggregate data rate and 100 times the user data rate, while enabling a 100 times increase in the number of
currently connected devices, 5 times decrease of end-to-end latency, and 10 times increase of battery lifetime2.
In this context, the joint SDN/NFV paradigm is an enabling technology to meet efficiency, scalability, and
versatility objectives of 5G networks, while smoothing its coexistence with previous technologies3.
Software Defined Networks (SDN)4,5 aims at separating the control plane from the data plane, so providing the
possibility of dynamically steering traffic flows according to some policy centrally implemented by the SDN
Controller. Network Function Virtualization (NFV)6,7, on the other side, inherits resource virtualization technologies
from data center and cloud environments to implement network functions in software components called virtual
network functions (VNFs), which are deployed on high-volume servers or cloud infrastructure instead of specialized
hardware middle boxes8,9,10. Joining the above technologies allows the realization of a big data center distributed
over the node of the Telco Operator network.
Given the very hard quality of experience (QoE) and quality of service (QoS) requirements in some application
scenarios, like for example video surveillance11,12, telelearning13,14 and real-time multimedia content delivery15,18,
mainly in terms of end-to-end delay, a challenging activity in this future Internet scenario is to realize tools that can
support network architects in performance evaluation and network design.
The target of this paper is to propose a simulative tool of a 5G network that is able to capture delays due to both
CPU load and transmission link congestions in NFV Infrastructure Point-of-Presence (NFVI-PoP) nodes. At the best
of our knowledge, this is the first model in the literature that is specific for a 5G network, and that considers the
application of the SDN and NFV network paradigms.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 details the reference system, while the system model is described in
Section 3. Section 4 introduces a case study to show how the proposed model can be applied. Finally, Section 5
draws some conclusions and describe some future work.
2. Reference System
The system we refer to in this paper is the 5G network architecture, as described in19 and sketched in Fig. 1. It
presents a hierarchical structure constituted by three different layers: the Radio Access Network (RAN), the Fixed
Access Network (FAN), and the Aggregation and Core Network (ACN). Each RAN provides connectivity to mobile
users, and is connected to a FAN through a FAN Access Node (FAN-AN). Moreover, each FAN is connected to the
ACN through an ACN Access Node (ACN-AN).
According to the SDN/NFV paradigm, network functions run as virtual functions on NFVI Points of Presence
(NFVI-PoPs), which are network nodes compliant with the NFV specifications20,21.
Referring to Fig. 1, nodes working as NFVI-PoPs are the Edge Clouds located in the FANs, and the Core Clouds
located in the ACN. In addition, according to the edge-computing approach22,23, any access of the FAN network can
be equipped to be NFVI-compliant, so working as NFVI-PoP.
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chain of VNFs.
The internal architecture of an NFVI-PoP is compliant with the NFV specifications. According to the indications
received by the NFV Orchestrator (NFVO) of the Management and Orchestration (MANO) entity, which
implements global management and orchestration policies, the Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM) interacts with
the local hypervisor to assign computing, storage and network resources to the VNFs running on the node, in such a
way that they respect some given performance requirements. For each running VNF, a VNF Manager (VNFM) and
an Element Manager (EM) are instantiated, the former to perform lifecycle management functions, like instantiation,
configuration, update/upgrade, out/in and up/down scaling, termination and performance result collections, and the
latter for FCAPS (Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance and Security) management functionalities. Finally,
an SDN Controller is in charge of implementing routing policies among the local elementary VNFs, in order to chain
them to each other, and to other external VNFs.
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3. System Model
In the following, for the sake of conciseness, we will refer to an NFVI-PoP as a node. Moreover, in order to
simplify notation but without losing in generality, we refer to the network shown in Fig. 3, where we assumed that
each flow receives a VNF at each crossed NFVI-PoP. Mathematical symbols used in the sequel are listed in Table I.
Let us indicate the generic stage in the flow path as p, where p  A, E , C , where A stands for FAN-AN stage, E for
Edge Cloud stage, and C for Core Cloud stage. Let K p be the number of NFVI-PoP nodes at the generic p-th stage.
Therefore, the generic j-th node at the p-th stage can be referred to as N (j p ) . Let M p , j be the number of VNFs
( p)
running on the node N (j p ) , and Fj ,b is the b -th VNF running on the node j , with b  1, M p , j  .
Each flow  , generated from a mobile terminal in a RAN, follows a given network path, identified by the
following sequence:
(1)
S ( )  n ( A ) ( ), f ( A ) ( ), n ( E ) ( ), f ( E ) ( ), n ( C ) ( ), f ( C ) ( ), y ( )

where f ( p ) ( ) indicates the VNF p  A, E , C in the chain assigned to the flow  , while n ( p ) ( ) is the node where
it is running. The term y ( ) indicates the output NIC of the last node in the chain, while the output NICs of the

nodes in the stages A and E are determined by the successive nodes in the sequence S ( ) .
Focusing on a generic stage p  A, E , C , let us indicate the set of all the possible sub-chains from the stage p to
( p)
the last stage C, also considering the output NICs of the last-stage nodes, as  . We have:
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Table I: List of mathematical symbols

Symbol

Meaning

A, E, C

FAN-AN, Edge Cloud and Core Cloud stages

N (S p )

p, j

Generic stage in the flow path and generic
node
No. of NFVI-POP nodes at the p-th stage

Nj

Generic j-th node at the p-th stage

M p, j

Number of VNFs running on the node N j

Kp
( p)

F

S ( )

( )

( p)

Generic node at the stage p for the subchain S p

F (S p )

( p)

VNF used in the node N

 ( P , PoP )

Processor rate of the node [packets/s]

 ( NIC ,l )


Output transmission rate of the l-th NIC of
the node, expressed in bits/s
Set of SCGs starting from a certain node

b-th VNF running on the node j



Generic SCG in 

Sequence of nodes and VNFs crossed by the
flow 



p-th VNF in the chain assigned to the flow 

 ( NIC , )

n ( )

The node where f

y ( )

Output NIC of the last node in the chain



Set of all the possible sub-chains from the
stage p to the last stage C
Number of possible sub-chains starting from
the stage p to the last stage C

( p)

( p)

p

( p)

( ) is running

Generic sub-chain belonging to 

Sp

 S( p )
p

Meaning

( p)

( p)

( p)
j ,b

f

Symbol

( VNF )
NotEmpty

Number of VNF queues that have at least
one packet at the generic instant t
Output trace for the virtual NIC associated
to 
Traces entering the M p , j VNF queues
associated to the virtual CPU assigned to
the considered SCG 
Set of all the SCGs that, starting from the
stage p, have the same path of 

(t )



( n)



( n)

( IN , p )

p

Sub-chain companion group (SCG) for the
sub-chain S p





Queue size associated to the virtual NICs

K ( NIC )

( p)

p

Tx bandwidth assigned to the virtual NIC
used by the flows of  to leave the node
Size of each queue associated to each VNF

K (VNF )

( OUT )

S 

Processor rate assigned to the virtual CPU
dedicated to 

( P , )

N

( p)



 N (j A) , Fj( A,b) , N (j E ) , F j( E,b) , N (j C ) , F j( C,b) , NICh
if p  A
 (E) (E)
( p)
(C )
(C )
   N j , Fj ,b , N j , Fj ,b , NICh
if p  E
(2)
 N (j C ) , Fj( C,b) , NICh
if p  C

j A  1, K A , j E  1, K E , jC  1, K C  , bA  1, M A, j , bE  1, M E , j , bC  1, M C , j  , h  1, L 
Let us indicate the number of possible sub-chains starting from the stage p to the last stage C as  p , which
( p)
represents the cardinality of  . It can be calculated as follows:
A

A

A

E

E

E

E

C

C

C

C



E

E

C

C



C

C

C

A

KC

E

KE

C   M C , j  L

KA

 E   M E , j  C

j 1

C

 A   M A, j   E

j 1

(3)

j 1

( p)
Now, let us consider a generic stage p, and let S p be the generic sub-chain belonging to  . Let us define a
( p)
sub-chain companion group (SCG) for the sub-chain S p ,  S , as the set of flows sharing the same node at stage p ,
and the same sub-chain starting from the stage p  1 , that is:
p

 S( A)
A



(E)
SE



  such that :






  such that :





n ( A) ( )  N ( A) ( S A ),

 (E)
 n ( ), f ( E ) ( )  N ( E ) ( S A ), F ( E ) (S A ) ,
 (C )

(C )
(C )
(C )
 n ( ), f ( )  N ( S A ), F (S A ) 
 y ( )  NIC( S A )






 
 


n  )  N ( S E )

 (C )
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(C )
(C )
 n ( ), f ( )  N ( S E ), F ( S E ) 
 y( )  NIC( S E )
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C
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Figure 4: Model of an NFVI-PoP as seen by the flows of a
generic SCG

Figure 5: Model of an NFVI-PoP as seen by the flows of a generic SCG

( p)

where, according to the chain definition in (1), N (S p ) is the generic node at the stage p for the sub-chain S p ,
( p)

while F (S p ) is the VNF used in that node. It is easy to prove that all the SCGs defined at the stage p are a
partition of the set  .
( p)

3.1. Intra-PoP Resource Sharing
According to a multi-tenant approach, flows crossing the same NFVI-PoP but not belonging to the same SCG, do
not have to interfere with each other. Instead, flows belonging to the same SCG will compete on the same resources.
Therefore, let us consider a generic NFVI-PoP (refer to Fig. 4 where the node N 3( A ) is considered as an example, and
some SCGs are shown). Let  ( P , PoP ) be the whole processor rate of the node, expressed in packet/s, and  ( NIC ,l ) be
the total output transmission rate of its l-th NIC, expressed in bit/s. According to some guidelines received by the
Orchestrator, the local Hypervisor subdivides the processor rate to the SCGs crossing the same node, while the SDN
controller assigns a portion of the total output rate of each NIC to the flows crossing it.
Now, considering a generic NFVI-PoP, let  be the set of SCGs starting from it. If we indicate the generic SCG in
 as  , and indicating the NIC used by the flows belonging to  to leave the considered node as l, let  ( P , ) be
the amount of processor rate assigned to the virtual CPU dedicated to  , and  ( NIC , ) be the transmission bandwidth
assigned to the virtual NIC used by the flows of  to leave the considered node. Of course, we have:
  ( P, )   ( P ,PoP) and   ( NIC , )    ( NIC ,l )
(5)
 

 

l

Consequently, the flows belonging to a generic SCG  see the considered node as dedicated to them. Thanks to this
property, an NFVI-PoP node, from the viewpoint of the flows belonging to a given SCG  , can be modeled as
shown in Fig. 5. Input traffic coming from nodes of the previous stage, or directly from the sources if the considered
NFVI-PoP node is at the stage A, enter the OpenFlow switch that, according to the rules received by the NFV
Orchestrator, redirects flows to the requested VNF.
As shown in Fig. 5, a set of queues are associated to the VNFs for the considered SCG  in order to buffer packets
waiting for processing by the virtual CPU24, and one queue to the virtual NIC associated to  for packets waiting
for transmission on the output link. Let M be the number of VNFs that are running in the node for the SCG  , and
therefore the number of associated queues, in the following referred to as VNF queues. Let K (VNF ) and K ( NIC ) be the
size of each queue associated to each VNF and to the virtual NIC, respectively, representing the maximum number
of packets that each queue can contain.
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Figure 6: Algorithm to evaluate per-flow end-to-end delay

The total processor rate 
of the virtual CPU assigned to the SCG  is shared among all the active VNFs
used by  according to a round robin policy. If we indicate the number of VNF queues that have at least one packet
( VNF )
at the generic instant t as N NotEmpty
(t ) , each VNF queue is served with a portion of processing rate equal to
( P , )
(VNF )

N NotEmpty (t ) .
( P , )

3.2. Simulative model of the network as a whole
In this section, we describe the algorithm to evaluate end-to-end performance of the whole network shown in Fig.
1 and synthesized in Fig. 2. The algorithm is presented in Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 6.a, it is run, stage-by-stage, for
( p)
each node of the generic considered stage. More specifically, for each node N j , we consider the generic SCG  ,
and run the simulative tool NFVI_POP_model, a Matlab tool that is able to simulate the queueing system model
shown in Fig. 5. This tool allows us to calculate the mean delay suffered in the node by each flow belonging to  ,
( OUT )
and the output trace,  (n) , for the virtual NIC associated to  . To this purpose, we need the set of traces
( IN , p )
  (n) that enter the M p , j VNF queues associated to the virtual CPU assigned to the considered SCG  . As
expressed at the lines 5, 6 and 7 of the pseudo-code in Fig. 6.a, if we are considering the FAN-AN stage, the input
( IN , p )
traces   (n) are the flows generated by the mobile nodes that are present in the RAN connected to the
considered access node. Instead, for the Edge Cloud stage and the Core Cloud stage, we can calculate them by
summing the output traces of the nodes of the previous stage. More specifically, for an SCG  at the stage E, we
have to sum all the flows belonging to the SCGs  defined at the stage A that, starting from the stage E, have the
same path of  , that is, all the output flows calculated by the NFVI_POP_model tool considering the all the SCGs
 belonging to the following set:
E    ( A) N ( E ) ( ), N ( C ) ( ), F ( C ) ( ), NIC ( )  N ( E ) ( ), N ( C ) ( ), F ( C ) ( ), NIC ( )
(6)







 

Likewise, for the stage C, we have to consider all the SCGs  belonging to the following set:
C    ( E ) N ( C ) ( ), NIC ( )   N ( C ) ( ), NIC ( ) 





(7)

Finally, once the NFVI_POP_model tool has calculated the delay suffered by each flow in the VNF queue and in
the NIC queue of each crossed NFVI-PoP, as specified at lines 10-12 of the pseudo-code, we can calculate the perflow end-to-end delay, and the amount of delay suffered to wait VNFs, and the amount of delay suffered to wait
transmission on the output links.
4. Case Study

In this section, we consider a case study to apply the model described so far. More specifically, let us refer to the
network shown in Fig. 7, constituted by two fixed access networks, each connected to three RANs. One Edge Cloud
is present in each FAN, and one Core Cloud is present in the ACN. We assumed that the number of flows generated
from the six RANs are 174, 124, 97, 75, 44 and 112. As far as the VNF placement policy, we decided to run each
VNF in the root of the sub-trees containing all the flows requesting the VNF. For example, if a given VNF is
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Figure 7: Network Topology Considered in the Case Study

(a) Mean delay in the Stage-A nodes

Figure 8. Histogram of the mean end-to-end delay

(b) Mean delay in the Stage-E and Stage-C
nodes
Figure 9: Mean delay in all the NFVI-PoPs

Figure 10:Histogram of the mean delay in
the NIC queues

requested by flows all belonging to the same RAN, that VNF is placed on the relevant FAN-AN. Instead, if a VNF
is requested by flows belonging to RANs connected to the same FAN, that VNF is placed on the Edge Cloud of that
FAN. Otherwise, it is run in the Core Cloud.
Association of VNFs (let us remember that we use the term VNF also to refer to a composite network service) to
each flow has been done randomly, but in such a way that three different VNFs are requested by each flow.
Accordingly, thirty-three different VNFs have been requested, and their placement is as shown in Fig. 7.
Since no 5G traces are available today, the traffic trace for each flow has been generated with a switched batch
Bernoulli process (SBBP) modulated by an underlying Markov model25,26. More in deep, we considered the time
slotted with a slot duration of 250 s, and we have randomly calculated the number of packets per slot for each flow,
by using a three-state SBBP model characterized by the following 3x3 transition probability matrix for the
underlying Markov chain: P  0.9960 , 0.0035 , 0.0005 ; 0.0040 , 0.9543 , 0.0417 ; 0.0040 , 0.3160 , 0.6800  , where
each semicolon indicates the end of a row.
Two states of the underlying Markov chain are OFF with two different mean duration, and therefore are
characterized by no packet emission. In the third state, emission occurs with a mean value randomly chosen in the
set of integer values {1,..,6}. The size of each packet is randomly calculated with a mean value of 1024 bytes. The
buffer dimension of all the queues is of 1000 packets. The CPU processing rates and the NIC transmission rates
have been randomly calculated in such a way that the utilization coefficient, defined as the ratio between the average
arrival rate and the average service rate, has been randomly calculated in the interval [0.85, 0.95]. Finally, we
assumed that all flows have the same importance, and therefore the virtual CPU portion and the virtual NIC rate
assigned to each SCG are decided proportionally to their average input rate.
Fig. 8 presents the histogram of the mean delay calculated for all the flows. From this figure, we can observe
how the mean delay is distributed over the considered flows. For example, we can note that 265 flows over the 626
considered ones suffer a mean delay less than 5 ms. In Fig. 9, showing the mean delay suffered in all the nodes of
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the network, averaged over all the considered flows, we can observe how the most part of the delay is suffered on
the FAN-AN nodes, while the delay in both the Edge Clouds and the Core Clouds are more little.
Finally. Fig. 10 shows the histogram of the mean delay suffered in all the NIC queues.
5. Conclusions and Future Work

The target of this paper is to define a simulative model of a 5G network, constituted with a three-level tree
structure, that is, from the bottom to the upper layer, the RANs, the FANs, and the Telco Operator Core network.
Assuming an SDN/NFV paradigm that runs VNFs as software tools in the servers located in the FAN Access Nodes,
in the Edge Clouds and in the Core Cloud, the proposed model is able to evaluate end-to-end delay as composed by
the delay suffered in the VNF queues and the delay experienced in the NIC queues of all the NFVI-PoP nodes in the
network. As a future work, we are planning to introduce a Markov-based model within the NFVI-PoP model tool, in
such a way that the whole model will be completely analytical.
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